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Introduction
Thank you for purchasing the Compact Flash Reader Upgrade for your C Series
console.
The obsolescence of the 240MB and 750MB zip drive in the European Union and the
uncertainty surrounding the availability of both the drive and media globally has led
to the introduction of a Compact Flash card reader. In addition to providing a fully
supported media, the card reader also provides greater capacity. Compatible
Centuri system software versions support up to a 2GB Compact Flash card.
As many personal computers are equipped with card readers as standard or can be
upgraded using an inexpensive USB interfaced reader, the Compact Flash drive also
provides a practical method of distributing software electronically. Electronic
software distribution not only represents a cost saving, but is also environmentally
friendly and allows the rapid distribution of new releases. The distribution is in the
form of a compressed installation disk image. Once decompressed on a personal
computer equipped with an internal or external Compact Flash reader, a third-party
disk imaging application such as WinImage can be used to write the disk image onto
a Compact Flash card to create a software installation disk. The latest C Series
software versions as well as instructions on creating an installation disk are available
via the link below:
http://www.solidstatelogic.com/support/consoles/C%20Series/downloads.asp
Before attempting this upgrade, please read these instructions in full to ensure that
you have sufficient time and technical skills to complete the upgrade. If you
would prefer an SSL technician to complete the upgrade, please contact your local
SSL distributor or office.
These instructions are intended for technically competent personnel. To reduce
the risk of electric shock do not perform the upgrade unless you are competent to
do so.
Take basic antistatic precautions. Electrostatic discharge (ESD) can
damage electronic components, even if you cannot feel, see, or hear it.
Disconnect the power cord(s) before removing any panels or
modules.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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726750CF Upgrade Kit Contents
1 off PLCC Removal Tool (80CGLXDX)
1 off Monitor PROM for the 940 processor (P9400MM5)
1 off Monitor PROM for the 960 processor (P9600LH6)
1 off Compact Flash Drive (45CYZ03R)
1 off IDE to SCSI Interface (45CDZZXR)
1 of Mounting plate (536750121H)
1 off Upgrade Instructions — this document (82S6750CFA)
In addition to the PLCC Removal Tool supplied in the upgrade kit, you will also
need the following tools:
7mm Open-ended Spanner
Number 1 Pozidriv or Superdriv Screw Driver
If you would like to see the pictures contained in these instructions in colour, please
take a look at the C Series Documentation tab on SSL’s website:
http://www.solidstatelogic.com/support/consoles/C%20Series/documentation.asp
Installation instructions:
There are five stages to this upgrade.
•
Checking that your system software version supports the CF drive
•
Saving critical Zip data onto the system hard disk
•
Exchanging the monitor prom on your 940 or 960 processor card
•
Physically installing the CF drive
•
Restoring archives onto CF and creating a new rescue disk
Checking the system software version
1) Navigate to the status page.
C100HD/C300HD: Spanner/System/Status
C200HD:
Misc/System/Diagnostic/Status
In the Status page, check that your system software version supports the CF drive. If
you are currently running a version that does not support the CF drive, please
contact your local distributor or office for assistance.
C100HD:
V4.2/4 and above
C200HD:
V3.4/11 and above
C300HD:
V2 and above
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Saving critical Zip data on to the system hard disk
As you are removing the Zip disk you should consider how to handle any Zip disk
archives you have. Old system disk backups and rescue disks are unlikely to be of
interest; however, you may have archive project data you wish to retain. Before
removing the Zip drive, any critical data should be copied to the hard drive. Once
the upgrade is complete, this data can be re-saved on to Compact Flash and deleted
off the hard drive. The internal hard drive will have a minimum capacity of 9.1GB.
On a typical system a large percentage of this capacity will be free. When copying
critical data to the hard drive we recommend that you create a separate directory for
each disk. Please use the following instructions for each disk you wish to save.
Alternatively you can use the SSL-Network server if you have Netbridge.
1) Insert the zip disk.
2) Stab on the status bar above the menu structure. On C100HD and C300HD, the
status bar is only present when you are in the Spanner menu.
3) In the resulting status log window, select terminal to launch the onboard terminal
utility.
4) Using the console’s keyboard enter the following commands to navigate to the
root directory of the system hard disk.
newfs
cd $sys
5) To create a directory to copy the contents of the zip into, enter the following
command on the terminal. Replace xxxx with a suitable directory name. If the name
has spaces, please enter the name between quotes.
mkdir xxxx
or
mkdir “xxxx xxxx xx”
The message ‘Create directory result OK’ will be shown on the terminal.
6) Select the Copy option:
C100HD/C300HD: Spanner/File/Copy
C200HD:
File/Data/Copy

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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In the resulting Copy window click on the source area. This will result in a file
selection window which will default to showing the root directory of the system
disk. On the top of this window, the percentage of free space on the hard drive is
shown. If the percentage of free space is less than 9%, please do not attempt to
transfer further data.
7) On the left hand side, click on the box next to the label ‘Zip Disk’ to mount the Zip
disk. Once mounted, the file selection area will switch to showing the contents of the
Zip disk. Click on ‘All Files’ and ‘All Dir’. This will select the entire contents of the
Zip disk. If there are files or directories that are not required, they can be de-selected
by clicking on their name. Selected files and directories will be highlighted in yellow.
Click on ‘OK’.
8) Click on the destination area. In the resulting directory selection window, locate
the directory created in step 5. Click on the directory to open it. Click on the
‘Current Dir’ button to select this as the destination.
9) Click on ‘Start Copy’.
10) Once the copy is complete, repeat these steps for any other critical zip disk data
you may have.
Exchanging the Monitor PROM
1) Shut down the system software.
C100HD/C300HD: Spanner/System/Shutdown
C200HD:
Misc/System/Shutdown
Switch off the Centuri crate using the power switch (or switches if you have power
supply redundancy) located on the front of the processor crate. Remove the IEC
mains power supply cord (or cords if you have redundancy) to isolate the crate from
the mains supply. Wait 10 seconds to allow any residual charge in the crate’s
electronics to decay.
2) Grasp an exposed metal part of the crate chassis with your bare hand to discharge
any static charge you may have accumulated.
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3) The 940 or 960 processor card is located in the rear of the Centuri crate. When
viewed from the rear, the processor card is located in the left most card slot.

4) Disconnect all cabling to the processor card making a note of each connection.
5) Using the card ejectors located at the top and bottom of the processor card, release
the processor card and remove it from the Centuri crate. Identify your processor
type (940 or 960) from the front panel screening next to the bottom ejector.
6) With the aid of the pictures below, locate the Monitor PROM on the processor.
On the 940 processor the monitor PROM is installed in location MM. On the 960 the
monitor prom is located in location LH.
960 Processor:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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940 Processor:

7) Using the supplied PLCC IC puller, remove the existing PROM. Squeeze the tool
to align its hooks with the slots in opposite corners of the socket. Insert the hooks
fully, squeeze gently, and pull the IC straight out of the socket. Excessive force is not
necessary.

8) Note that the 940 and 960 replacement Monitor PROMs supplied in this upgrade
kit are not identical. Select the appropriate monitor prom for your processor type:
940: P9400MM5
960: P9600LH6
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9) Note the key (angled corner) on the replacement Monitor PROM. Align the
replacement PROM to match the key on the socket. Carefully ensure correct
orientation of the IC then press in place. Excessive force should not be necessary.

10) Refit the CPU card and its external connections.
Installing the drive
1) Working from the front of the Centuri crate using a pozidriv number 1 screw
driver, remove the three screws securing the panel housing the Zip drive. Pull the
panel forward to access the drive(s). Make a note of the power and SCSI bus
connections to each drive on the panel. In addition to the Zip drive, the panel may
also house an MO drive and/or the system hard drive(s).

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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2) Disconnect all power and SCSI bus connections to the drives and remove the
drive/front panel assembly.
3) Remove all drives mounted on the original plate noting their fixings (e.g. screw
type and washer order). Working from the underside of the removed drive/front
panel assembly, remove the 4 nuts securing the drive mounting plate to the front
panel.
4) Discard the Zip drive and its IDE to SCSI adaptor card plugged directly into the
rear of the Zip drive.
Please note that the original IDE to SCSI adapter may look identical to the replacement
supplied in the upgrade kit, however, the replacement has the latest firmware which is
essential for the correct operation of the card reader. If you keep the original adapter please
mark its incompatibility with the Card Reader.
5) Check the links on the card reader and IDE to SCSI convertor supplied in the
upgrade kit match those shown below:
IDE to SCSI convertor:

Card Reader:
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6) Fit the new mounting plate to the original front panel.

7) With the exception of the Zip drive, mount the removed drives on to the plate
supplied in this upgrade kit matching their original fixings.
8) Fit the supplied IDE to SCSI adapter to the card reader.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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9) Fit the card reader to the mounting plate using the screws and washers that
originally secured the Zip drive.

10) Refit the drive/front panel assembly to the Centuri crate replicating the
connections noted previously. The card reader connections (shown below) mirror
those of the Zip drive.

11) Reconnect the IEC power cord(s) and switch on the Centuri core. Once the
system has finished booting, open the ‘alternative_scsi’ file in the text editor.
C200HD:
C100HD and C300HD:

File/Data/Edit
Spanner/File/Edit

In the resulting file selection window, select the ‘alternative_scsi’ file located in the
‘Sysfiles’ directory. This will open the file for editing. Locate and replace ‘Zip Disk’
with ‘Mem Card’. Save the file and reboot to action the change.
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Restoring archives onto CF, creating a new rescue disk and making a system hard
disk backup
If you have any archive Zip data that you copied to a folder(s) on the system disk,
the contents of each folder can be copied to a separate compact flash card.
1) Insert a 1 or 2GB compact flash card into the reader. Format the compact flash
using the Format option:
C200HD:
C100HD and C300HD:

Misc/Tools/Format
Spanner/File/Format

Enter a Compact Flash volume name as required and select ‘Do it’ to format the disk.
2) Select the Copy option:
C100HD/C300HD: Spanner/File/Copy
C200HD:
File/Data/Copy
In the resulting Copy window click on the source area. This will result in the file
selection window which will default to showing the root directory of the system
disk. Locate and select the folder containing the archive data. The file selection area
will switch to showing the contents of the folder. Click on ‘All Files’ and ‘All Dir’ to
select the entire contents of the folder. Selected files and directories will be
highlighted in yellow. Click on ‘OK’.
4) Click on the destination area. On the left hand side of the resulting window, click
on the box next to the label ‘Mem Card’ to mount the Compact Flash card. Once
mounted, select ‘Current Dir’.
5) Click on ‘Start Copy’.
6) Once the copy is complete, delete the folder from the system disk. Select the
delete option:
C100HD/C300HD: Spanner/File/Delete
C200HD:
File/Data/Delete
In the resulting file selection window select the folder containing the archive data.
Once selected, select ‘Current Dir’ and then OK to delete.
7) Repeat these steps for any other archive data you may have saved on the system
disk.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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8) If you require a rescue disk for emergency boot in the event of a system disk
failure, follow the instructions below:
Insert a 1 or 2GB compact flash card into the reader.
C100HD and C300HD, select:
C200HD, select:

Spanner/System/Rescue Disk
Misc/System/Rescue Disk

In the resulting window, select Yes to create a backup of the systems disk’s essential
files and current and default project.
8) If you used the Zip drive as your default system backup drive, make a new
backup selecting the Compact Flash drive as the destination.

You have now completed the upgrade.
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